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Children Who Have Grown Old 

A person grows in such a way that at first he receives new desires and fulfillments, which are necessary 

for his development and which work for his benefit. This is the direction given to him by nature, which 

desires to raise him and make him self-sufficient, the way children in our world grow. 

This is not considered forbidden pleasure, since I have to go through this natural path of development 

until I become an “adult.” Indeed, we see how children are usually full of different desires and take 

pleasure in this life. 

However, the moment I become an adult, I have to start growing and developing consciously, rather 

than by the power of nature. Suddenly, all the pleasures I receive start being detrimental to me because 

I do not aim them for the sake of bestowal. 

Previously all the responsibility rested on nature. The Creator determined my path and led me along 

until the age of 15-20 years. Everything I took from this life was beneficial for my development. But as 

soon as I completed this period of “childhood,” I have to start determining my own direction. I now have 

to add the intention of bestowal of my own accord. Otherwise any pleasure I receive will no longer raise 

me and advance me forward, but will kill me! It will lead me backwards in order to make me feel that it 

is impossible to keep going this way and that instead of developing by way of my egoism and pleasures, I 

have to develop through the intention to bestow. 

Therefore, all the pleasures that a person receives after the age of adulthood are detrimental to him, 

like a person who is picking at his wound. How deeply do we have to become immersed in this evil in 

order to understand that we cannot continue this way, like children who have grown up and whom 

nature no longer permits to enjoy life recklessly, but instead demands bestowal from them? 

How deeply will we have to “pick at our wound” is something that depends on us. We are given all the 

means and explanations, and we are brought to the study, the books, and the group, which is the place 

where we have to get serious and think about what we need to add to our lives in order to develop 

correctly. 
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What we are adding is the “true vs. false” discernment, in addition to “sweet vs. bitter,” unlike children 

who only understand “bitter and sweet.” In order not to remain children for the rest of our lives, as it 

says, “What to do with children who have grown old?”, we have to start acting according to the principle 

of “true vs. false.” Yet, we should not erase “sweet vs. bitter,” but rather build a new attitude to life 

above it. This is possible only be evoking the Upper Light upon ourselves through the study of Kabbalah. 

From the 4th part of the Daily Kabbalah Lesson 7/18/10, “Introduction to the Book, Panim Meirot 

uMasbirot” 

 

All The Treasures Are In Front Of You 
 

Question: I study The Zohar every day, but I don’t feel anything besides my growing desire. Am I 

advancing in the right direction? 

Dr. Laitman’s Answer: This is very good! If your desire is growing from one day to the next, then you 

don’t need anything else! Even though a growing desire brings you disappointment, you have to see it as 

a reward. This is because desire or lack of fulfillment is the force that moves you forward. When you 

have an empty desire, you feel that you lack unity with the Creator the feeling of connection with Him, 

the quality of bestowal. 

Therefore, the right desire is a reward. In our world you have to earn fulfillment, but in the spiritual 

world you have to earn a spiritual vessel, a desire. The fulfillment is always there, you are welcome to 

come and take it! But what will you take it into? That is the question. 

Right now there are spiritual treasures all around you: “diamonds,” “gold,” “money,” and anything else 

you can possibly wish for. You just do not have a desire for them, which is why you don’t recognize 

them. The space around you seems empty! All the best things you can possibly wish for are already 

present, but it is as if you have been gagged and your arms and legs have been tied, and then you are 

placed in front of this treasure and told, "It’s yours!" But, how is it yours if you can’t take it? 

It is necessary to develop or prepare the desire, the spiritual vessel. That is all we have to do. Therefore, 

our reward is desire or aspiration, and it has to be created by the  Light. We have to change our 

perception, our attitude to reward and punishment. In our world punishment is desire or the sensation 

of lack, whereas reward is the fulfillment that calms you down because you live inside the will to enjoy. 

However, if you are inside the will to bestow and you have the desire to bestow, this is a reward. Why is 

the difference so great? It is a result of the restriction. The restriction was performed on reception, but 

there are no restrictions on bestowal. 

http://www.laitman.com/2010/07/daily-kabbalah-lesson-07-18-10/
http://www.kabbalah.info/eng/content/view/frame/64118?/eng/content/view/full/64118&main
http://www.kabbalah.info/eng/content/view/frame/64118?/eng/content/view/full/64118&main
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If you already have the desire to bestow, then everything lies open before you and everything becomes 

revealed to you to the same degree. Inside your desire to bestow, you begin to see in the Reflected Light 

everything that is around you, and you are welcome to take it! 

That is how gradually, from one day to the next, The Zohar changes our vision and the direction of our 

thinking, by building a new, different attitude to life and to the phases of spiritual advancement. 

From the 2nd part of the Daily Kabbalah Lesson 7/18/10, The Zohar 
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